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Abstract

In this paper, we present a simple platform for colorimetric detection of glutathione using gold nanorods (AR ~ 6.5 ± 0.2) as a plasmonic sensor. The functional mechanism of the sensor is based on shifts of longitudinal plasmon resonance during selective transverse overgrowth induced by preferential binding of glutathione at nanorods tips. Under the optimum condition, calibration curve showed two linear regimes at the range of 50 nM to 20 µM of glutathione with detection limit as low as 40 nM. The nanosensor maintains relatively high selectivity for determination of glutathione in presence of several other amino acids. However, cysteine at similar concentration level strongly competes with glutathione for available binding sites, thereby interfering in determination of glutathione. We employed Multivariate curve resolution-alternating least square (MCR-ALS) to track morphology variation of nanorods and elucidate the kinetic of overgrowth process in presence of glutathione and cysteine.
1. Introduction

Recent years have seen renewed interest for developing methods in the quest for determination of thiol-containing molecules in biological matrix. Glutathione (GSH), a tripeptide (γ-L-glutamyl-L-cysteinyl-glycine), is the most abundant cytosolic thiol in mammalian tissues and fluids with concentration that covers several orders of magnitude, from nM in condensate exhaled breath to µM in saliva, serum and urine, and typical concentration of mM in whole blood. Similar to other biological thiols, GSH serves many vital biological functions in human pathologies, such as regulating cellular redox activities and preventing cell damage through scavenging free radical and peroxides. The overall cells health is related to the ratio of reduced form of glutathione (GSH) to its oxidized form (GSSG) for which a value of more than nine is an indication of healthy living cells. However, pathological conditions such as oxidative stress can cause conversion of GSH to GSSG, thus negatively affect the ratio of GSH to GSSG.

On the other hand, abnormal intracellular level of reduced GSH are associated with various diseases, such as Parkinson, Alzheimer, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), liver damage, cardio-vascular diseases (CVDs), etc. Hence, monitoring and determination of GSH level is of great importance for assessing cell functions and early diagnosis of clinical disorder. Up to now, several techniques, such as electroanalytical methods, fluorescence, chemiluminescence, hyphenated techniques, Raman spectroscopy, spectrophotometry, and capillary electrophoresis have been developed and proven to be promising for sensitive and selective determination of glutathione with detection limit improved to some extent. However, the attachment between specialized instrumentation, expensive reagents, and tedious and taxing sample preparation procedure implores novel technique for simple, cost-effective, and fast, yet sensitive measurements for practical applications.
The past two decades has witnessed considerable contribution for developing Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensors as a simple and powerful tool for chemical and biological sensing. This is fueled by fascinating optoelectrical properties of plasmonic nanomaterials that offers unique features for chemical and biological sensing that are not accessible with conventional analytical methods. In this context, gold nanorods (Au NRs) have been receiving extensive attention, in large part owing to their strong extinction coefficient at longitudinal surface plasmon (LSP) resonance, which is dependent on their size, aspect ratio (AR) and refractive index of surrounding media. Since the first report on synthesis of rodlike Au nanoparticles almost two decades ago, there have been great strides both in terms of improving synthetic protocols and tunning their surface plasmon resonance as well as their implementation as building block of plasmonic nanosensors. Those achievements have led to significant advances in science and technology of LSPR sensors.

In this paper, we presented a simple colorimetric method for determination of very low quantities of glutathione in complex solution. Here, our study is inspired by previous report on transverse overgrowth of Au NRs induced by preferential binding of glutathione at nanorods tips. Au NRs with aspect ratio as long as 6.5 ± 0.2 and corresponding LSP of around 940nm was synthesized and utilized as a plasmonic sensor. Long aspect ratio of NRs enabled us to more precisely track the variations of LSP in low quantity of glutathione. Under optimized condition, glutathione was detected with detection limit down to nM. In addition, we coupled multivariate curve resolution-alternating least square (MCR-ALS) technique to UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy measurements to monitor morphology changes of NRs during transverse overgrowth process. As it will be demonstrated in this article, the obtained MCR-ALS results faithfully corroborates the TEM results of previous study. Finally, MCR-ALS analysis was
successfully employed to elucidate the kinetic of transverse overgrowth on Au NRs induced by cysteine and its comparison with glutathione.

2. Experimental and methods

2.1. Reagents

Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (HAuCl$_3$·3H$_2$O), Silver nitrate (AgNO$_3$), sodium borohydride (NaBH$_4$), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), 5-Bromosalicylic acid (5-Br-SA), ascorbic acid (AA), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), Hydrochloric acid (HCl), and Glutathione (GSH) was purchased from Merck and were used without further purification.

2.2. Apparatus

Extinction spectra were recorded using a PerkinElmer (Lambda25) spectrophotometer with a 1.0 cm glass cell. Measurements of pH were performed with a Denver Instrument Model of 270 pH meter equipped with a Metrohm glass electrode. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were recorded with a PHILIPS MC 10 TH microscope (USA) at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Water used for preparation of all samples, was purified with cartridges from Millipore (Milli-Q) to a resistively of 18.2 MΩ.

2.3. Preparation of high aspect ratio Au NRs

A stock solution of Au NRs were prepared in accordance with the existing procedure with minor modification.$^{59}$ Briefly, seed solution was prepared by mixing 5.0 mL of 0.1 M CTAB with 0.05 mL solution of 2.5 × 10$^{-2}$ M HAuCl$_4$ followed by injection of 0.3 mL of 0.01 M ice-cold NaBH$_4$ to this solution under vigorous stirring. The resulted brownish yellow solution was stirred for 3 min and left at room temperature for about 2hr before utilizing for the next step. For preparation
of the growth solution, 0.015 gr 5-Br-SA was added to 50 mL of 0.05M CTAB under gentle stirring. This was followed by addition of 1.15 mL of 0.01 M AgNO₃. The mixture was kept undisturbed for 15 min, then 1mL of $2.5 \times 10^{-2} \text{ M HAuCl}_4$, 0.40 mL of HCl (37 wt % in water, 12.1 M) and 0.30 mL of 0.10 M ascorbic acid were added one by one. Finally 0.06 mL of CTAB-capped gold seeds was injected into the solution under gentle stirring. The color of solution gradually changed within 1hr, and the solution left undisturbed overnight at ambient temperature of 27°C to complete growth process.

2.4. Determination of glutathione and calibration curve

Determination of glutathione was accomplished on the basis of selective transverse overgrowth of original nanorods from addition of growth solution to aliquot of original nanorods in presence of glutathione. For this purpose, a growth solution was prepared according to previous section, except that seed solution was not added. Several experiments were carried out to optimize the volume of growth solution, time of overgrowth process, and pH. Under optimized condition, different concentrations of glutathione were added to the 1 ml of aliquot of nanorods (5 pM), and the solution mixture incubated for 15 min. This was followed by addition of growth solution and adjusting the final volume to 3.6 ml. The UV-Vis spectra of the solutions were recorded at room temperature at $t=0$ min and $t=60$ min. Here, the difference between surface area of the extinction spectrum in absence and presence of growth solution at the range of 650 nm to 1100 nm was chosen as a response.

2.5. Preparation of human plasma sample

1.5 mL of 10% Trichloroacetic acid solution was added to the freshly human plasma sample and mixed well to precipitate proteins. After centrifuging at 8000 rpm for 15 min,
the supernatant was removed and diluted 20-fold and succeeding analysis was carried out under the optimized conditions.

2.6. MCR-ALS analysis

The well-established soft-modeling methods of MCR-ALS is applied to decompose bilinear data matrix of recorded spectra into sub-matrices of $C(r \times n)$ and $S(n \times c)$ that represent the concentration profile and pure spectra of involved absorbing components (n), respectively. Here, the recorded evolutionary absorbance spectra from addition of growth solution to NRs-GSH system was considered as a data matrix $D(r \times c)$, where $r$ equals to 18 and corresponds to number of recorder spectra and $c$ equals to 701 and referred to the number of monitored wavelengths in the range of 1100 nm-400 nm (with 1.0 nm intervals). Statistical and chemometrics analysis were performed in MATLAB (Mathwork, Inc., R2014a, 8.3) environment. The subroutine for MCR-ALS analysis was downloaded from latest version of MCR-ALS GUI 2.0 developed by Jaumot et al. This version of MCR-ALS is capable of performing all required statistical analysis for MCR-ALS outset including principal component analysis using singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm for evaluating number of components possessing distinguished spectral characteristics and evolving factor analysis (EFA) for obtaining initial concentration of profile of the detected species as a function of reaction time. Iterative algorithm of ALS was performed on varied number of components with aim to minimize the lack of fit (LOF) of MCR–ALS model in the error matrix $E$.

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Glutathione-induced transverse overgrowth on Au nanords

Figure 1 shows normalized extinction spectra and TEM images of the Au NRs before and after transverse overgrowth induced by 5 µM of Glutathione. The original nanorods exhibit narrow...
size distribution (Fig. 1b) with an average aspect ratio of $6.5 \pm 0.2$ (length of $65 \pm 6$ nm and width of $10 \pm 2$ nm). The extinction spectrum of as-prepared nanorods in figure 1a shows a relatively sharp longitudinal surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) at 940 nm without any shoulder or extra peak from impurities. The LSP maxima is in agreement with linear fit to the experimentally determined NRs aspect ratio by Ye et al. $^{59}$. Concentration of nanorods was estimated to be $\sim 0.05$ nM according to previously measured aspect ratio-dependent extinction coefficient for nanorods $^{62}$. As can be seen in figure 1a, the overgrowth on pristine NRs in presence glutathione causes a blue shift on LSPR extinction along with increasing the intensity of plasmon maxima (see figure 2). Upon completing the growth process, the corresponding TEM image of NRs shows an increase in width while their length are relatively remained unchanged (Fig. 1c). End-to-end self-assembly of Au NRs in presence of thiol containing linkers has been well known since early reports on Au NRs synthesis $^{63-66}$. This phenomenon is governed by preferential bounding of thiol functional group to the NRs tip for that different mechanisms there exists $^{63, 65-67}$. Such a preferential binding was recently exploited to open a pathway for selective transverse overgrowth on NRs (scheme 1) $^{58}$. Herein, we assessed the effects of different parameters on overgrowth process with aim to develop a simple colorimetric sensor for detection of glutathione in complex system.

3.2. Effect of growth solution volume/overgrowth reaction time

Figure 2 (a-f) shows the variation of UV-Vis spectra of Au NRs during glutathione (5 µM)-induced transverse overgrowth from addition of different volume of growth solution. All spectra of the growth products were recorded within 150 min with 10 min intervals. As the reaction is preceded a clear blue shift in LSP is observed that reflects morphology changes accompanied by reduction in aspect ratio of NRs. A few nm red shift of transverse plasmon frequency is
discernable at higher volume of growth solution that indicates formation of wider nanorods. In addition, the intensity ratio of transverse to longitudinal maxima is proportional to the amount of Au precursor in final solution as the volume of growth increases. The overall overgrowth process is directly related to the volume of growth solution, as blue shift of LSP is more significant at higher volume of growth solution. However, increasing the volume of growth solution to more than 1.5 mL did not have significant influence on LSP shift and surface area at the range of 650 nm to 1100 nm (Fig. 2i). Furthermore, increasing the volume of growth solution was accompanied by increasing the time required for completing overgrowth process (Fig. 2h). From these observations, we opted the volume of growth solution and reaction time to be 1.5 mL and 60 min, respectively, for determination of glutathione.

3.3. Effect of pH

Controlling the pH seems to be critical for overgrowth process as longitudinal growth on Au NRs is impeded due to binding of GSH molecules through their zwitterionic groups. In order to control the pH of final solution the pH of original nanorods were adjusted in broad range from 2.29 to 9.32 for that NRs showed very good stability (Fig. S1). However, it was found that pH of original NRs does not significantly contribute to the pH of final solution. In fact, the pH of final solution generally stays at the range of 1.6-1.8 because of acidic nature of growth solution used for overgrowth process (Fig. S2). In addition, efforts for adjusting pH of growth solution remained unfulfilled as increasing pH of growth solution led to formation of nanoparticles with plasmon resonance appeared at around 520 nm (Fig. S3). According to the dissociation constants of GSH, this molecule exists in zwitterionic form at pH~1.6-1.8. Hence, determination of glutathione was conducted at natural pH of final solution.

3.4 Determination of glutathione
3.4.1 Calibration curve

Figure 3, shows the results for colorimetric determination of GSH based on transverse overgrowth on Au NRs induced by varying concentration of GSH under optimum condition. As can be seen, increasing concentration of GSH is associated with noticeable blue shift for LSP, at constant volume of growth solution, as longitudinal growth is more effectively prevented at higher concentration of GSH. The transverse overgrowth can be further evidenced by an increase in intensity of transverse peak along with 30 nm red shift as the concentration of GSH increases to 20 µM. According to the previous study, at certain concentration of GSH both longitudinal and transverse growths are blocked due to linear assembly of original NRs that consequently results in red shift in LSP. Obviously such a critical concentration of GSH depends on parameters such as concentration and dimensions of original NRs, and the amount of gold precursor in growth solution. In the present case, the red shift of LSP was experimentally started at GSH concentration as low as 20 µM because the present system utilized low concentration of reagents in order to improve the detection limit for determine of GSH. The calculated calibration curve in Fig 3c revealed two linear regimes at concentration ranges of 50 nM-1 µM and 1 µM-20 µM. The calculated limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) were 40 nM and 130 nM, respectively. The standard deviation was also calculated at linear regime based on five measurements for different concentrations of GSH, including 15, 8, 1.5, 0.25, and 0.05 µM. The obtained RSDs% were 1.9-4.7 and 1.2-4.7 at concentration range of 50 nM-1 µM and 1 µM-20 µM, respectively.
3.4.2 Real sample analysis and Interferences study

To assess the ability of the proposed method for the determination of glutathione in complex samples, the interference of nine foreign amino acids were evaluated on selectivity of the method. This was conducted through overgrowth of NRs in presence of 10 µM glutathione compared with overgrowth process in presence of other amino acids with concentration 50 times higher. Among tested amino acids, Methionine, Alanine, Lysine, and Glycine, did not interfere, while Tryptophan, Tyrosine, Proline and Phenylalanine showed some interference (Figure 4). The optimized method was applied for the determination of glutathione in complex sample containing low concentration of glutathione and nine co-existing amino acids. Likewise, the proposed method was used to detect GSH in human plasma sample and the results were compared with the results obtained by a standard HPLC method. The results, are given in Table 1, indicate the potential and feasibility of the developed method for simple and fast determination of glutathione in complex samples. A comparison between present method and conventional methods for detection of GSH is provided in Table 2. The obtained sensitivity of the present methods for colorimetric determination of GSH in standards is on a par with conventional techniques albeit without the use of probe molecule or labeling, and employing sophisticated instrumentation. Moreover, the obtained detection limit, recovery percentage and reproducibility of present method for determination of GSH in complex analyte mixture containing other aminothiols (except cysteine) is comparable to the literature.

3.5. MCR-ALS analysis

Spectroscopic methods are providing simple and low-cost complement to well-established sophisticated TEM technique for morphology characterization of nanomaterials. In particular,
when the spectroscopic data are coupled to multivariate curve resolution analysis it would be possible to decrypt useful information about the morphology variation as well as kinetic of process \(^{68-75}\). We employed MCR-ALS analysis to investigate the presence of intermediate nanorods species with distinct morphology and spectral characteristics during glutathione-induced transverse overgrowth on Au NRs. Our analysis considered the recorded evolutionary absorption spectra in figure 2d (1.5 mL growth solution, 5 \(\mu\)M glutathione) as a column-wise arranged data matrix \(D(18\times701)\). The MCR-ALS analysis was performed on the data matrix considering four coexisting chemical component as suggested by SVD and EFA analyses. At convergence, the resulting lack of fit (LOF) error for root mean square of the differences between the absorbances calculated by the MCR-ALS model and those obtained experimentally was 1.75. Also, the lack of fit (LOF) error for root mean square of the differences between the absorbances calculated by the MCR-ALS model those reproduced by FA was 0.47. The calculated LOF errors were very low for that the resulting MCR-ALS model could reproduce 99.97\% of variances in the experimental data. Figure 5 presents the normalized optimum concentration and resolved pure spectral profiles of the detected components calculated by MCR-ALS. The original nanorods exhibit a LSP at 940 nm and its concentration in the solution starts to diminish right after addition of growth solution. This is accompanied by evolving a new component (P2) with lower aspect ratio as evidenced by more than 100nm blue shift at LSP. The concentration of original nanorods drops to zero after 20min later that convincingly matches with maximum concentration of the component P2. This is followed by a decrease in concentration of P2 as it starts converting to component P3, which apparently has a lower aspect ratio with its corresponding blue shift in resolved pure spectral profile. Finally, as the component P3 is heading toward maximum concentration, the final component (P4) start to evolve and its
concentration reaches maximum at the end of reaction in which the concentration of all other structures is negligible. This component has a LSP at around 700nm that according to our TEM results and also finding of X. Kou et al.\textsuperscript{58} by TEM imaging can be assigned to the peanut-shaped nanoparticles. Hence, species of P2, and P3, which were not characterized in the past, can be assigned to particles with evolving morphology between NRs and peanut-shaped nanoparticles. Since the system under study was optimized for detection of low quantities of glutathione, only low volume of growth solution and low concentration of GSH was utilized that were not capable of converting original nanorods to ultimate faceted spheres with single plasmon maxima characteristic\textsuperscript{58}. SVD and EFA analysis were also performed for systems containing other volumes of growth solution, and interestingly four factors were suggested in all cases. The calculated optimum concentration profiles of the resolved particles represented similar trend to figure 5a with nominal LOF errors (Fig. S4-S5). It should be noted that NRs utilized in this article had longer aspect ratio in compare to previous work, and therefore the resolved concentration profiles and pure spectra of the detected species might be considered hypothetical unless they are confirmed by experimental determination of the individual species.

3.6. Investigation of kinetic of cysteine-induced transverse overgrowth on Au nanorods

Cysteine with the similar concentration of glutathione can induce overgrowth process\textsuperscript{58}, thereby strongly interferes during determination of glutathione. To gain more insight into kinetic of cysteine-induced transverse overgrowth on Au NRs, we investigated the transverse overgrowth on Au NRs in solutions possessing three different concentrations of cysteine and glutathione (Figure 6a-c). Interestingly, different kinetic of overgrowth process was observed in presence of cysteine than that of glutathione and their absence. The difference is becoming more pronounced at higher concentrations. As can be seen, for all different concentrations, variation of surface area
at the range of 650 nm to 1100 nm is more significant compared to overgrowth process induced by glutathione. To support this observation, MCR-ALS was undertaken to analyse the recorded extinction spectra during overgrowth process induced by 5 µM micro of cysteine and the results are given in figure 6 d,e. Here, four chemical components with distinguished spectral features and concentration profiles were detected, similar to those calculated for glutathione-induced overgrowth process. However, the kinetic of overgrowth process on Au NRs in presence of cysteine is vividly faster as the relative concentration of component P1 (original nanorods) much faster drops to zero along with sharp rise in concentration of component P4 at early stages of reaction (see figure 5a for comparison). The final product (P4) exhibits a LSP at around 700 nm similar to those obtained in the case of glutathione (see figure 5b). This implies that the overall performance of glutathione and cysteine, at same concentration level, is similar for inducing overgrowth process, yet presenting different kinetics.

4. Conclusion

In summary, Au NRs with aspect ratio of 6.5 ± 0.2 were utilized as a simple plasmonic sensor for colorimetric determination of glutathione based on resonance shift of longitudinal plasmon while undergoing selective transverse overgrowth of nanorods induced by preferential binding of probe molecule at nanorods tips. This nanosensor maintains high selectivity for determination of glutathione in complex system containing several other amino acids, except of cysteine. Under optimized condition, the plotted calibration curve in a range of 50 nM to 20 µM showed good linearity, acceptable accuracy, and reproducibility with quantification limit as low as 130 nM was achieved. Moreover, MCR-ALS analysis was undertaken to resolve concentration and pure spectral profiles of intermediate species to gain better understanding of kinetic of transverse overgrowth in presence of glutathione and cysteine. Our finding can provide an impetus of
design and developing a colorimetric sensor for simultaneous determination of glutathione and cysteine.
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Scheme 1. Graphical illustration for transverse overgrowth on Au NRs induced by glutathione.
Figure 1. a) Normalized UV-Vis absorption spectra of the nanorods solution before and after growth process in presence of 5 µM GSH. b) TEM image of the original nanorods showing an aspect ratio of 6.5±0.2. c) TEM image of Au NRs after transverse overgrowth induced by 5 µM GSH.

Figure 2.
Figure 2. Variation of extinction spectra during transverse overgrowth on 1 mL of original Au NRs containing 5µM glutathione, upon addition of different volume of growth solution; a) 0.1 ml b) 0.5 ml c) 1 ml d) 1.5 ml e) 2 ml f) 2.5 ml of growth solution. g) Variation in color of solution during overgrowth process corresponds to d. (h-i) optimization of time for overgrowth process and volume of growth solution; The difference between surface area of the extinction spectrum at the range of 650nm to 1100 nm in absence and presence of growth solution was chosen as response and plotted versus a) reaction time for different volume of growth solution, and b) volume of growth solution. Inset in b is the color of solution for different volume of growth solution after the reaction completed.
Figure 3. Colorimetric determination of GSH based on transverse overgrowth of NRs induced by varying concentration of GSH at optimum condition. a) Digital image of solutions at t=60 min according to increasing concentration of GSH. b) Extinction spectra of nanorods solutions that contain different concentration of glutathione 60 min after initiation of overgrowth process resulted from addition of 1.5 ml growth solution to 1 ml of original NRs solution. c) Calculated calibration curve for determination of GSH showing two linear regimes at concentration ranges of 50 nM-1 µM and 1 µM-20 µM.
Figure 4. Selectivity assessment of the developed sensor for analyte-induced transverse overgrowth on Au NRs in compare to different amino acids. The concentration of GSH and other interfering species were 10 µM and 500 µM, respectively. Note for all cases, 1 ml aliquot of original nanorods solution and 1.5 ml of growth solution were utilized and the final volumes of solutions were adjusted at 3.6 ml.
Figure 5. MCR-ALS analysis of four-factor system during transverse overgrowth on Au nanorods from addition of 1.5 mL of growth solution in presence of 5 µM glutathione. a) Normalized optimum concentration profiles and b) Calculated normalized pure spectra of the resolved particles. Component P1 is pristine nanorods (see scheme 1) and component P4 can be assigned to peanut-shaped nanoparticles according to our TEM analysis and findings of X. Kou et al.\textsuperscript{58}.
Figure 6. Comparison between kinetic of overgrowth on Au NRs induced by glutathione and cysteine having three different concentrations and in their absence (blank). a) 5 µM Glutathione, 5 µM Cysteine b) 10 µM Glutathione, 10 µM Cysteine c) 15 µM Glutathione, 15 µM Cysteine. Insets are digital images of produced nanoparticles solutions at corresponding concentration. Note for all cases, 1 ml aliquot of original nanorods solution and 1.5 ml of growth solution were utilized and the final volumes of solutions were adjusted at 3.6 ml. d) Normalized concentration profile and e) pure spectral profile obtained from MCR-ALS analysis on the recorded extinction spectra during overgrowth process induced by 1.5 mL of growth solution in presence of 5 µM micro of cysteine.
Table 1. Determination of GSH in plasma sample and complex mixture containing co-existing amino acids including Methionine, Alanine, Lysine, Glycine, Tryptophan, Tyrosine, Proline, Phenylalanine. The molar ratio of GSH to other species was 1:50.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Standard method (µM)</th>
<th>Added (µM)</th>
<th>Found (µM)</th>
<th>Recovery</th>
<th>RSD% (n=5)</th>
<th>Relative Error(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amino acids mixture</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.151</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.653</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. A comparison of the present method with literature for determination of GSH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method/detector</th>
<th>Analytes/matrix</th>
<th>Label/Probe</th>
<th>LOD (µmol L⁻¹)</th>
<th>RSD/%</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorimetric/UV-Vis</td>
<td>GSH/standards</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.9 (n=5)</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorimetric/UV-Vis</td>
<td>GSH/Trp, Tyr, Met, Lys, Pro, Phenyl Ala, Gly, Val a</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.74 for 5 µM GSH (n=5)</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorimetric/UV-Vis</td>
<td>GSH/Plasma</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.91 for 5 µM GSH (n=5)</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE/ECD</td>
<td>GSH, GSSC/diabetic nephropathy (DN) patient’s plasma</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0.5 for standards and 6.30 for plasma sample</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE/ECD</td>
<td>GSH, Hcy, Cys, NAC/standards</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC/FD, ECD</td>
<td>GSH, GSSC/Human plasma</td>
<td>MBB</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC/FD</td>
<td>GSH, Cys, methanethiol, ethanethiol</td>
<td>OPA</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC/UV</td>
<td>GSH, Cys, Hcy, Cys-Gly</td>
<td>CNBF</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>&lt; 3 (n=6)</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemistry/CV</td>
<td>GSH/PBS</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>7.3 for 10 µM GSH (n=3)</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemistry/AMP</td>
<td>GSH/serum b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>GSH/Al³⁺, Fe²⁺, Mg²⁺, Zn²⁺, Ca²⁺, Na⁺, K⁺ c</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 3 (n=3)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>GSH/THF:water (1:99, v/v) buffered at pH 7.2</td>
<td>AIE material</td>
<td>&lt;1 d</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>GSH: Cys with mole ratio 1:0.40</td>
<td>MMPB</td>
<td>3.23×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>3.9 for 0.14 µM GSH (n=6)</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCE-LIF</td>
<td>GSH/mice hepatocytes in PBS</td>
<td>NDA</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL e</td>
<td>GSH/standards</td>
<td>Ce(IV)–quinine</td>
<td>5×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>4.0 for 0.1 µM (n=11)</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERS (direct)</td>
<td>GSH/standards</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.05 f</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERS(dye probe)</td>
<td>GSH/standards</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>7.1 for 0.5 µM (n=10)</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The molar ratio of GSH to other species was 1:50.

b Recovery percentages obtained with the biosensor for GSH (50 µM) solutions containing interfering compounds at 10.0 µM concentration showed significant interference from cysteine.

c The concentration of interfering species were kept at 0.1mM.

d The system reported to have a selective response to total of GSH and Cys in a matrix containing other aminothiols, including Cys, Gly, Ala, Leu, Val, Pro, Met, Phe, Trp, Ser, GSSC.

e The system reported to have a high selectivity for determination of 1.0 µM GSH in presence of Cys at molar ratio of Cys:GSH 1:1 and less.

f Simultaneous determination was not reported since the method was also very selective to Cysteine.

* MBB (monobromobimane), OPA (o-phthalaldehyde), CNBF (4-chloro-3,5-dinitrobenzotrifluoride), MMPB (5-maleimidyl-2-(m-methylphenyl)benzoxazole), NDA (Naphthalenedicarboxaldehyde), RB (rhodamine B), CV (crystal violet).